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Abstract
One of the main concerns for the secure and reliable operation of power systems is the
small signal stability problem. In the complex and highly interconnected structure of future
power systems, relying solely on operator responses and conventional controls cannot assure
reliability. Therefore, there is a need for advanced Wide-Area Control Schemes (WACS) that
can automatically respond to degradation of reliability in the system.
The main objective of this dissertation is to address two key challenges regarding the
design and implementation of wide-area control schemes for damping inter-area oscillations.
First is the high communication cost associated with optimal centralized control approaches.
As power networks are large-scale systems, both the synthesis and the implementation of
centralized controllers suggested by most of the previous studies are often impossible in
practice. Second is the difficulty of obtaining accurate system-wide dynamic models for
initiating and updating the control design.
In this research, we introduced wide-area damping control strategies that not only ensure
the small signal stability with the desired performance but also consider communication and
model information limitations in the design. A state feedback formulation is proposed that
aims to simultaneously optimize a standard Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) cost criterion
and induce a pre-defined communication structure. We solved the proposed problem with
three different objectives to target a specific wide-area damping control design challenge
in each setting. First, the communication structure is enforced as a constraint in the
optimization and solved for a large idealized power network with information symmetry.
Second, to make the method suitable for systems with arbitrary structures and information
patterns, we proposed a group-sparse regularization to be added to the optimization cost
function. Applications of the method for inducing the desired communication network and
vi
finding effective measurement and control signal combinations were also investigated. Third,
we paired the proposed optimal control with a real-time model identification approach, to
create a wide-area control framework that is capable of dealing with model information
limitations and inaccuracies in online implementation. The performances of the proposed
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1.1 Emerging Challenges in Power System Operation and
Control
Power grid is evolving toward a larger, more complex and geographically distributed
network with uncertain generation and load patterns. Increased penetration of renewable
energy recourses and deployment of distributed generation have introduced uncertainty and
variability on the supply side. Accommodating these variations and maintaining system
balance, requires additional operational flexibility. Integration of renewables also affects
power systems dynamic behavior. Renewable generations are most often connected to the
load centers remotely through weak ties which can enhance power system instability risks.
In addition, these units are mainly interfaced with power electronic devices, characterized by
less short circuit power and lack of natural inertia, which further complicates power system
operation. Power grid demand side is also undergoing significant changes. New types of
loads like electric transportation are transforming the traditional consumption trends. In
addition, smart metering technology and demand response programs are making portions of
loads, controllable.
Aside from changes in power system generation and loads, restructuring and deregulation
on one hand and economical and environmental restrictions for transmission expansion,
on the other hand, are driving power systems to operate closer to their stability limits.
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Therefore, critical modes of the system which are near stability or required performance limits
can be influenced by unpredictable contingencies and even lead to cascading failures and
blackouts. Consequently, maintaining sufficient security margins will be highly dependent
on a robust and reliable control infrastructure.
Changes in power system operational needs have fundamentally changed the expectations
from control mechanisms and have exposed their weaknesses. Power system control has been
primarily local and suffers from the fact that local controllers are not designed to handle
system-wide effects of disturbances. With the introduction of Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs) and advanced communication technologies, wide-area monitoring has enhanced
operators situational awareness and provided a platform for a more flexible and adaptive
detection and control. However, relying solely on operator responses in the face of events
cannot assure reliability in the complex and highly interconnected structure of future power
systems. Therefore, there is a need for advanced wide-area control schemes that can be
applied on the basis of the modern wide-area monitoring system and automatically take
actions to ensure a secure and reliable operation.
1.2 Motivation
The next generation of the electricity grid, also known as “Smart Grid”, is one of the
most complex systems due to its extreme dimension, geographic reach, and high-reliability
requirements. One of the main concerns for the secure and reliable operation of power
systems is the small signal stability problems caused by inter-area oscillations. In the
future grid, enhancing the transfer capability while maintaining system stability requires
a significant enhancement of the existing control infrastructure to damp these oscillations.
Due to the highly interconnected nature of the power grid, deployment of wide-area control
is essential toward building a self-healing smart grid.
During the past decade, extensive research has been done to address different aspects of
wide-area damping control design for improving small signal stability [103]. These studies
have been mainly focused on : (1) different choices of actuators like PSS [104, 101, 102, 97],
HVDC [76, 78, 90] or FACTS devices [96, 20], (2) feedback signal and input placement
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selection [52, 56, 70], (3) control design methods like the residue method [105], pole
placement [20, 14] and robust control strategies [104, 57] and (4) effects of time delays
on the performance of the controller [61, 95, 6]. However, as power networks are large-scale
systems, both the synthesis and the implementation of centralized controllers suggested by
most of the previous studies are often impossible in practice [53]. One of the main challenges
for deployment of centralized controllers in a large system is the high amount of information
exchange. Very few researchers have considered communication constraints and information
limitations in Wide-Area Damping Control (WADC) design [24]. Also, the impact of different
communication structures on the damping performance have not been studied.
Another obstacle toward WADC design is the assumption of having access to accurate
system-wide dynamic models of the system. Historically, controls in power system were
designed and operated using component-based models derived from linearizing nonlinear
differential equations governing the system. With recent trends toward deployment of
renewable distributed generation and introduction of new types of loads and various load
controls, power system models are becoming increasingly inadequate for representing the
system. Therefore, highly reliable controls, required for the future power grid, cannot be
built upon inaccurate models. Measurement-based models, estimated online directly from
the measurements, can serve as an excellent complement to conventional models. With
available phasor measurements increasing and model estimation techniques maturing, there
is still a need for methods to bridge the gap between online model estimation and power
system control design.
The aim of this dissertation is to propose wide-area damping control strategies that not
only ensure the small signal stability of the system with the desired performance but also
consider communication and model information limitations in large power networks.
1.3 Contributions
The main objective of this research is to address two key challenges regarding the design
and implementation of wide-area control schemes for damping inter-area oscillations in
large power networks. First is the high communication cost associated with optimal
3
Figure 1.1: Dissertation areas of contribution
centralized control approaches. Second is the difficulty of obtaining accurate system-wide
dynamic models for initiating and updating the control design. Achieving this goal requires
methodologies which span different areas of power system stability, control systems, and
dynamic modeling. Figure 1.1 highlights the research contribution areas. The dissertation
contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A distributed excitation control is designed and implemented on a large idealized
power network with 900 generators to mitigate the electromechanical disturbance
propagations. The performance of the proposed controller is then compared to
centralized and decentralized schemes.
• A distributed linear quadratic optimal control framework is developed using group
sparse regularization function. The proposed control aims to optimize a standard
cost criterion while penalizing the number of communication links. The group sparse
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regularization approach is used to induce the desired sparsity pattern and encode prior
information about the underlying system into the control design. This new approach
is described in a general form and can be applied to different applications other than
improving small signal stability.
• Distributed controls with different communication structures are designed and com-
pared for wide-area damping control application in power systems. The proposed
method not only provides flexibility to explore different communication structures but
also creates a platform for finding the information exchange pattern that best fits the
system constraints and satisfies the required performance criteria.
• A control and communication co-design framework is implemented to find the most
critical communication links in a distributed control structure. It has been shown that
the proposed method is consistent with the conventional geometric controllability and
observability approaches in the search for the efficient measurement-control loops.
• Current dynamic model validation and enhancement practices in the power system
industry are studied using real test cases to demonstrate the importance of model
accuracy for real-time stability analysis applications. These studies resulted in
significant improvements in renewable generation, PDCI, governor and exciter and
Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) models throughout Western Interconnection.
• A new wide-area control framework is proposed using online model estimation
techniques to improve small signal stability. The proposed controller updates the
control design based on a model estimated online using the numerical subspace state-
space system identification (N4SID) algorithm.
• Three common cases of dynamic model inaccuracies, selected based on previous model
validation studies, are used to compare component-based and measurement-based
models for the control design. It is demonstrated that inaccurate models degrade
the performance of the controller while the proposed control using measurement-




This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews the low-frequency oscillation problem in power systems and conventional
control methods for limiting its consequences. Then it provides an extensive review of
wide-area damping control designs and categorizes the challenging aspects that already
covered in the literature. Distributed and decentralized control methods are also summarized.
Approaches for finding power system dynamic models from the measurements are reported
as well.
Chapter 3 proposes a distributed wide-area control scheme to mitigate electromechanical
disturbance propagations. The method is suited for systems with structure and information
symmetry and is applied to a large, idealized power network with 900 generators. The
performance of the controller is then compared with centralized and decentralized schemes.
The work in this chapter is inspired by the continuum representation of large power systems.
Chapter 4 proposes a distributed optimal control framework using group sparse regular-
ization function. The proposed control aims to optimize a standard cost criterion while
penalizing the number of communication links. The group sparse regularization approach is
used to induce the desired communication structure and encode prior information about the
underlying system into the control design. Two applications of the proposed algorithm for
damping inter-area modes are explored and evaluated using the two-area four-machine and
New England test systems.
Chapter 5 describes current industry practices in model validation and some of the recent
model enhancements implemented to improve the operation model for real-time stability
analysis applications using case studies and system events in Western Interconnection. The
study results provide insight into insufficiencies, which need to be addressed for real-time
operation models and demonstrate the need for online measurement-based models in future
power system analysis and control.
Chapter 6 introduces a wide-area control scheme using online model estimation to improve
small signal stability. The proposed controller updates the control design based on a
model estimated online using a numerical subspace state-space system identification (N4SID)
6
algorithm. Based on previous model validation studies, we use three common cases of model
inaccuracies as case studies to compare component-based and measurement-based models
for the control design.




2.1 Low Frequency Oscillations in Power Systems
One of the main concerns for the secure and reliable operation of power systems is the small
signal stability problem. In the highly interconnected structure of power systems, an unstable
mode can have immediate impacts over a wide area and may even lead to cascading failures
and blackouts [51]. Most of the previous blackout events exhibited sustained low-frequency
oscillations [38]. The notable breakup of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(WECC) system on August 10, 1996, was due to undamped oscillations [47]. Other major
oscillation events include a generation loss on October 9, 2003, multiple line trippings on
June 4, 2003 [33], and the BC-Alberta separation event on August 4, 2000 [32]. These events
raised great concerns about the adverse effect of oscillations on power system operation.
Local and inter-area oscillations are two distinct types of oscillations which have presented
problems in power systems. Local mode oscillations are caused by a generator or group of
generators swinging against the rest of the system. Local plant modes are usually induced
by the action of Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVRs) operating at high output [41]. Local
modes generally have natural frequencies in the range of 1 to 2 Hz. Their characteristics are
fairly well understood and can be analyzed adequately using a detailed representation only
in the vicinity of the plant [50]. Power system stabilizers (PSS) can be used to achieve a
satisfactory damping for local modes.
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Inter-area oscillations involve groups of machines in one part of the system oscillating
against groups of machines in other parts of the system. They may be caused by either
high-gain exciters or groups of machines closely coupled but interconnected by weak ties
[48]. Inter-area modes have frequencies typically in the range of 0.1 to 1 Hz. Characteristics
of these modes and factors influencing them are not fully understood which makes them far
more complex to study and to control. A detailed model of the entire system is required to
study inter-area modes [49].
Large power systems typically exhibit multiple dominant inter-area modes. Insufficient
damping of this type of oscillation may lead to a limitation of power transfer capability
or, worse than that, a growth in amplitude of the oscillations which could even cause
a system to collapse. With highly increasing power exchange between utilities over the
existing transmission network, power systems are driven closer to their limits, especially those
of transmission capacity. Therefore, enhancing the transfer capability, while maintaining
system stability, greatly relies on damping these inter-area oscillations.
The traditional approach for damping inter-area oscillations is by installing PSS to
provide supplementary control action through the excitation of the generators. The increased
use of high-response exciters, while improving transient stability, adversely affected the
damping of local plant modes and shifted the focus for PSS tuning to local mode stability [73].
In addition, due to the lack of observability of certain inter-area modes in local measurements,
conventional PSS with local measurements as input, cannot always effectively damp these
type of oscillations. For instance, under certain operating conditions an inter-area mode may
be controllable from one area and observable from another [2]. Moreover, the performance
of conventional PSS is sensitive to operating point changes in the system which presents
significant challenges in the design [94]. The practical feasibility of PSS is also limited due
to the fact that power system models have been found inadequate for describing real-time
operating conditions [47]. To overcome the weaknesses of conventional methods, new control
methodologies needs to be developed for improving the damping of inter-area oscillations.
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2.2 Wide-Area Damping Control Design
Introduction of Phasor Measurements Units (PMUs) offers the possibility of control
based on Wide-area Measurements (WAMs) and provides great potential to overcome the
shortcomings of conventional local controllers. North America Synchrophasor Initiative
(NAPSI) has identified real-time automated and adaptive wide-area grid controls for inter-
area oscillation damping as one of the highest priority applications to be developed using
phasor data [18]. Wide-area Damping Control design involves three main steps [103]. Prior
to the design of the control, the feedback signal and control inputs are selected based on
the observability and controllability of the dominant oscillation modes, respectively. In the
nest step, the system model defining the input-output relationships is identified. Then, the
control can be designed using desired control methodologies.
Researchers achieved promising results by applying WAMs to Wide-area Damping
Control (WADC) of inter-area oscillations. Generator PSSs, FACTS devices and HVDC
are three main actuators used in WADC design. A Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) based
centralized wide-area damping control was proposed in [104] that provides supplementary
damping signals to AVRs of selected generators in addition to their local PSS signal. In the
proposed design procedure, only a few measurements with high observability of inter-area
modes are selected and only a few generators with the high controllability of those modes
are chosen as control locations. A novel control inversion framework was proposed in [11]
which can invert PMU-based control designs developed for reduced-order power systems to
controllers in actual higher-order systems via optimization methods. In practice, to enhance
the damping performance of inter-area oscillations, a WADC framework was designed to
modulate multiple HVDC systems and was implemented in China Southern Power Grid
(CSG) [76].
Although several other studies also confirm that the use of remote measurement
signals could increase damping of inter-area modes beyond that attainable by local signals
[25, 71, 42], wide-area damping control is still in its infancy due to many difficulties
associated with its design and implementation. As power networks are large-scale systems,
the centralized framework for wide-area control suggested by most of the previous studies
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[104, 98, 99], despite exhibiting optimal performance, are very challenging to implement in
practice. Therefore, there is a lack of research efforts in using distributed control schemes for
wide-area damping control design that can provide near optimal performance by exploiting
limited communication and limited model information [62].
2.3 Distributed and Decentralized Control Design
Limitations for information exchange and communication constraints in a system motivate
the use of decentralized and distributed controllers that only need access to a subset of state
measurements. Decentralized and distributed control for large-scale systems is a well-studied
problem in the control literature.
It has been shown in [93] that the necessary and sufficient condition for stabilizing a
linear time-invariant dynamic system using a decentralized control structure is the absence
of fixed modes. While decentralized controllers are blind to the widespread effects of
disturbances and centralized controllers are practically difficult to implement, distributed
controllers can achieve a trade-off between performance and required communications. In a
distributed control scheme, limited communication between different controllers is used to
improve the control performance. In a distributed architecture, the controller is composed of
several interconnected units. Each local control agent can only access a subset of the global
information (e.g., sensor measurements, model parameters) and actuate on a subset of the
inputs, perhaps in its vicinity. Distributed controllers have received considerable attention
since the early 2000s [9, 19, 26, 62]. Motivation for designing localized controllers comes from
[9], where it was shown that optimal controllers for spatially-invariant systems, although
centralized, have an inherent spatial-decay property. For these systems, dependence of the
controller agent on remote measurements decays exponentially with increasing distance from
the controller [28].
Since in a distributed control problem, the information set that each controller has
access to, is different, the problem is difficult to solve. One of the main approaches
for solving distributed control design problems is by defining special conditions for the
underlying system and the information pattern [10]. Therefore, most of the distributed
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control strategies proposed in the literature are not suitable for application to real power
systems with arbitrary physical structure and dynamic features. Identifying sub-optimal
solutions is a good alternative when the distributed control problem cannot be solved
optimally. Designing distributed control schemes for power system applications is still in its
infancy and extensive research is required to establish an efficient, reliable and economically
viable control framework. Therefore, introducing new distributed design algorithms that can
adapt to power system conditions will provide a great insight for future wide-area control
design.
2.4 Measurement-Based Models in Power Systems
Due to the complex nature of the power grid, wide-area control design is one of the key
challenges toward a self-healing smart grid. Conventional controls in power system were
designed and operated based on component-based models. However, power system models
are increasingly viewed as inadequate for representing system-wide effects of disturbances and
describing real-time operating conditions [47]. Therefore, highly reliable controls, required for
future power grid, cannot be built upon inaccurate models. In an effort to improve the models
to more accurately replicate system events, the North American Reliability Corporation
(NERC) recommended model validation and benchmarking following the August 14, 2003
blackout [5]. Model validation has significantly improved the models in Western Electricity
Coordinating Council (WECC) during the past decade [7] and NERC is aiming at bringing
validation mandates to bear nation wide [77]. However, model validation is a very time
consuming process and cannot fully accommodate applications like automated control which
deals with real-time changes in the system.
With the deployment of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and advanced communica-
tion technologies, wide-area monitoring became a platform for a more flexible and adaptive
detection and control for power systems. Measurement-based modal analysis, uses real-
time phasor measurements to identify a linear model of the system and estimates oscillation
modes and their damping [39]. In previous research, different methods have been proposed
for identifying power system models using selected measurements from the system. These
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methods include but are not limited to, subspace state-space system identification (N4SID)
[43, 91, 107], Prony Analysis [29, 72] and Prediction Error Method (PEM) [60]. Applying
such approaches, provide an input-output model of the system that cannot be used for state
feedback control design and is commonly paired with phase-compensating lead-lag control
where each device is tuned for a specific oscillation mode. Very few studies [27] have been
dedicated to the usage of real-time model identification and state feedback control design
for coordinating all controllable devices for damping the critical inter-area modes. With
available phasor measurements increasing and model estimation techniques maturing, there




Wide-Area Damping Control Design:
Large Idealized Network
3.1 Introduction
Power system engineers have long recognized that disturbances propagate in power network
with finite speed [82]. Different models were developed to capture the spatio-temporal effects
of these propagations [82, 74, 16]. These models provide a new understanding of the large
scale system dynamics by taking a global view of the problem, while neglecting some of
the details in the system behavior [37]. This broader view of the system dynamics can
be used to gain valuable insights for designing new control schemes. However, very few
studies have explored the effects of control design in limiting the widespread propagations
[4, 54, 55]. Reference [4] uses disturbance propagation speed to improve power system
stabilizers (PSS) performance by introducing an extra damping torque simultaneously with
the disturbance arrival. References [54] and [55] employ an impedance matching approach to
inhibit reflections of electromechanical waves in power systems. Application of distributed
control schemes to mitigate disturbance propagations in large power networks has not yet
been studied.
Prior to the introduction of real-time Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), power system
control was primarily local. Except for the very slowest of controllers and a few specialized
schemes, engineers have designed systems largely through local decisions based on local
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measurements [89]. As is all too apparent during blackouts, power system disturbances may
have system-wide impacts. When the information of the entire system is available for the
design purpose, centralized control schemes can exhibit a great performance [35]. However,
as power networks are large-scale systems, both the synthesis and the implementation of
centralized controllers are often impossible in practice [53]. While local controllers are
blind to the widespread effects of disturbances and centralized controllers are practically
challenging to implement, distributed controllers can achieve a trade-off between performance
and required communications. In distributed control, limited communication between
different controllers is exploited to improve control performance.
In this chapter, a distributed control scheme is proposed to mitigate disturbance
propagations in large power networks. For the control design, we follow the distributed LQR
control approach developed in [10] and find a linear static state feedback that simultaneously
optimizes a standard cost criterion and induces the pre-defined communication structure.
Our choice of test system is inspired by continuum modeling work in [36].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the continuum representation
of large power networks. Section 3.3 formulates the electromechanical behavior of power
system including the proposed controller input and describes the distributed LQR damping
control design. In section 3.4, we introduce the test system which represents a large
scale power network and evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed controller.
Concluding remarks are presented in section 3.5.
3.2 Continuum Representation of Large Power Networks
Consider a two-dimensional mesh network of n generators distributed along a spatial
dimension as depicted in figure. At each bus is a generator which supplies a variable current,
Iij , at a constant voltage magnitude, Eij . The difference between the mechanical power,
Pm, and electrical power, Pe, of a generator is the power that accelerates the generator rotor.






)δ̈ + ωDδ̇ = Pm − Pe = Pa (3.1)
where δ is the rotor phase angle, H is the inertia constant and ω is the angular frequency of
the generator. The mechanical damping constant is D which is typically small.
The supplied current from the generator divides into four branch currents labeled Ii+1,j ,
Ii−1,j , Ii,j+1 and Ii,j−1. Each branch current is a function of the line impedance and the






where Z = R + jX is the line series impedance. The expression for the net current flowing
out of the ijth machine then becomes:
Ii,j = Ii+1,j − Ii−1,j + Ii,j+1 − Ii,j−1 + ΔY Ei,j (3.3)
where ΔY is the shunt admittance and G = Re{Y }.
Each node (i, j) is associated with a Cartesian coordinate (x, y) and the distance between
adjacent nodes is defined as Δ. So that (i+1, j) −→ (x+Δ, y), (i, j−1) −→ (x, y−Δ), etc.
Substituting (3.2) in (3.3) and using the Taylor series expansions of E(x+Δ, y), E(x−Δ, y),
E(x, y + Δ), E(x, y − Δ) around E(x, y) , results in:
I(x, y) = −
Δ2
Z
(∇2E(x, y)) + ΔY E(x, y) (3.4)
The electrical power of the generator as a function of spatial coordinates is :
Pe(x, y) = Re{Ẽ(x, y)Ĩ
∗(x, y)} (3.5)
In taking the continuum limit of the swing equation, the inertia constant, damping coefficient,
mechanical power and the line impedance are defined as distributed parameters which are
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functions of the spatial coordinates x and y :
H −→ Δh(x, y) D −→ Δd(x, y) (3.6)
Z −→ Δz(x, y) Pm −→ Δpm(x, y) (3.7)
The source voltage is considered to be constant in magnitude and equal to one per unit
which becomes E(x, y) = exp(jδ(x, y)). The line impedance is also defined as z(x, y) =
|z| (cos θ + j sin θ), with the phase angle θ being close to π
2
for high voltage transmission
lines. By substituting (3.5) into (3.1) all the dependence to Δ cancels and we obtain the




















Assuming the line impedance angle θ ≈ π
2
and the electrical frequency is 60 Hz, the wave






3.3 Distributed Damping Control Design For Large Power
Networks
In this section, we design a distributed LQR damping control based on the work presented
in [10]. The distributed control agent for each generator receives the full state information
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Figure 3.1: Information exchange between a distributed control agent on a generator with
its two neighbors. Two generators are considered neighbors if there is a communication link
between them.
of that generator and its neighbors. Figure 3.1 shows the information exchange between
a distributed control agent on a generator with its two neighbors. Two generators are
considered neighbors if there is a communication link between them. The controller output is
the damping signal that goes to the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). Here, it is assumed
that the graph of physical layer and communication layer coincide.
3.3.1 Power System Model with Distributed LQR Control
We initially use the detailed, nonlinear, standard Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE)
model to describe the power system electromechanical behavior. Let x(t)∈ Rn denote a
vector that contains the dynamic states of synchronous generators; y(t)∈ Rq denote the
system algebraic states, including bus voltage magnitudes and angles; and u(t)∈Rm denote
the control action. Then, power system electromechanical behavior can be described by a
set of DAEs of the form:
ẋ(t)= f(x(t), y(t), u(t)) (3.10a)
0= g(x(t), y(t), u(t)) (3.10b)
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Here, the dynamic equation (3.10a) accounts for the electromechanical dynamics of the
synchronous generators and their excitation control. The algebraic equation (3.10b) accounts
for load flow and generator stator equations. The control action u(t) can represent the input
to generator excitation, governor or power electronic devices. Each generator is modeled






(Pmi − Pei − PDi)
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dt


















[−Efdi(t) + KAi(Vrefi − Eti(t) + VDLQRi(t))]
In (3.11), VDLQRi(t) is the supplementary damping control signal designed by the proposed
distributed controller. Next we linearize system (3.10) at a stationary operating point and
derive the linear state-space model:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (3.12)
where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m. This linearized full model of the system is used to design
the centralized controller. The detailed model (3.12) of a large power network is of large scale.
Practically, a large-scale system may have a huge number of states, inputs and outputs, and
classical optimal centralized control design algorithms usually cannot handle such a design
problem. For the distributed control design described in the next section, only the linearized
model of each generator is needed.
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3.3.2 Distributed LQR Control Design
We consider a set of N identical generators, described by the linear continuous-time time-
invariant state-space model as below
ẋi(t) = Aixi(t) + Biui(t) (3.13)
xi(0) = xi0
where xi(t) ∈ Rn and ui(t) ∈ R
m are states and inputs of the ith generator at time t,
respectively. The interested reader is referred to [81] for detailed calculations of the state-
space models for single and multi-machine cases. Let x̂(t)∈ RNn and û(t)∈ RNm be the
vectors which collect the states and inputs of the N generators at time t, then
˙̂x(t) = Âx̂(t) + B̂û(t)












A1 0 ∙ ∙ ∙ 0
0 A2 ∙ ∙ ∙ 0
...
. . . . . .
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B1 0 ∙ ∙ ∙ 0
0 B2 ∙ ∙ ∙ 0
...
. . . . . .
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We use a graph to represent the coupling in the communication and the control objective.
A graph G is defined as:
G = (V ,A) (3.15)
where V is the set of nodes (or vertices) V = {1, . . . , N} and A ⊆ V × V the set of edges
(i, j) with i ∈ V , j ∈ V . The degree dj of a graph vertex j is the number of edges which start
from j. Let dmax(G) denote the maximum vertex degree of the graph G. The continuum test
system in our study has a finite mesh grid interconnection as depicted in fig. The maximum
vertex degree of such an interconnection graph is four, as the nodes located at the corners
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of the rectangular grid have two neighbors, those along the edges of the rectangle have three
neighbors and the ones in the middle have four each. We associate the ith generator with the
ith node of the graph G(V ,A). If an edge (i, j) connecting the ith and jth node is present,
then the controller at ith generator has full state information about the states of the jth
generator. To represent the communication network the class of KNn,m(G) is defined as:
KNn,m(G) = {M ∈ R
nN×mN |Mij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ A , (3.16)
Mij = M [(i − 1)n : in, (j − 1)m : jm], i, j = 1, ∙ ∙ ∙ , N}
where M [i : j, k : l] denotes a matrix of dimension (j − i + 1) × (l − k + 1) obtained by
extracting rows i to j and columns k to l from the matrix M . The distributed LQR optimal








dynamics: ˙̂x(t) = Âx̂(t) + B̂û(t)
feedback control: û(t) = K̂x̂(t) (3.17)
stability: Â + B̂K̂ is Hurwitz
communication: K̂ ∈ KNn,m(G)
initial condition: x̂(0) = x̂0
with Q̂ ≥ 0 and R̂ > 0. Weighting matrices Q̂ and R̂ have a special structure and can be
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Qii = Q1 ∀i = 1, . . . , N
Qij = Q2 ∀i = 1, . . . , N, i 6= j.
We also refer to problem (3.17) with full state-space model of the system (3.12) and without
communication constraint as a centralized optimal control problem. In general, computing
the solution to (3.17) is an NP-hard problem. We proposed a framework based on the method
in [10] to design the distributed suboptimal controller for the special case of homogenous
two-dimensional mesh grid.
Let A(G) denote the adjacency matrix of the graph G. Assuming Aij ∈ R be its i, j
element, then Aii = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , N , Aij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ A and Aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ A, ∀i =
1, . . . , N, i 6= j. The focus of this chapter is on undirected graphs, for which adjacency matrix
A(G) is symmetric. The Laplacian matrix of a graph G is defined in the following way:
L(G) = D(G) − A(G) (3.19)
where D(G)is the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees di. For undirected graphs, L(G) is a
symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix, which only has real eigenvalues. Define NL =




, ∀λi(M) ∈ S(M)\{0} (3.20)
then the feedback controller can be calculated as:
K̂ = −IN ⊗ R
−1B′P + M ⊗ R−1B′P̃2 (3.21)
where P is the symmetric positive definite solution of the ARE associated with a single node
local problem:
A′P + PA − PBR−1B′P + Q1 = 0 (3.22)
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and P̃2 is the solution of the ARE below:
(A − XP )′P̃2 + P̃2(A − XP ) + (NL)P̃2XP̃2 − Q2 = 0 (3.23)
where matrix X is defined as X = BR−1B′.
Let 0 = λ1(G) < λ2(G) < . . . < λN(G) be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian L(G). We
choose M in (3.21) as:






which leads to distributed suboptimal controller solution. The distributed controller for the
grid of N interconnected generators on a mesh grid, has the same structure as the underlying
graph and and considering homogeneity, the controller will have the following structure:
K̂ = IN ⊗ Kii + A ⊗ Kij (3.26)
where IN denotes the identity matrix of dimension N and A denotes the adjacency matrix
of the interconnection of the generators. Kii is the block diagonal element representing each
generators local control and Kij represents the interconnection gains.
3.4 Evaluation of The Proposed Distributed Controller
In this section, the design and implementation of the proposed distributed controller is
presented using a test system from [36]. The distributed controller performance is then
compared with local and centralized control designs. Simulation results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed controller in mitigating oscillation propagations in large power
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Figure 3.2: General structure of the two-dimensional mesh grid test system from [36].
networks and indicates a trade-off between communication and computation cost and
controller performance.
3.4.1 Test System Overview
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed distributed LQR damping controller,
a 30x30 two-dimensional mesh grid system is considered as the study system in this section.
Figure 3.2 shows the general structure of the test system. The system under study consists
of 900 generator buses and a shunt load connected to each bus. The generators are modeled
using detailed third-order flux-decay model with excitation. All loads are modeled as
constant impedance loads. The system parameters are kept homogeneous throughout the
network. While this test system loses some of its ability to accurately model the detailed
behavior of the power system because of the parameters homogeneity assumption, the global
behavior of the system which is the subject of our study remains preserved. Furthermore,
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Table 3.1: Synchronous Machine Parameters
Parameters Parameters













T ′d0 10 s Efdmax 5
Table 3.2: Network Parameters
Network Parameters
Transmission Line Reactance in pu 0.1j
Constant Impedance Load in pu 0.55 + 0.414j
the electromechanical wave propagation behavior observed in actual power systems is readily
recognized from this test system [74]. Test system machine and network parameters are
illustrated in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. For simulation of dynamic behavior, the disturbance
scenario considered is a step change of mechanical power input by 1 p.u. for the generator
at the center of the mesh grid for duration of 0.5 s.
3.4.2 Simulation Results
The nonlinear time domain simulation of the power network is carried out using MATLAB.
Figure 3.3 shows a sequence of time snapshots of the open-loop generators rotor angle
responses. The uncontrolled open-loop test system is unstable and the disturbance initially
started at the center of the mesh structure, unit (15,15), propagates through the whole
system. Next, we apply the proposed distributed controller. The design of the controller has
been described earlier in section 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows a sequence of time snapshots of the
rotor angle responses with distributed controller.
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Figure 3.3: A sequence of time snapshots of rotor angle responses in a 30x30 grid of
generators without controllers.
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(a) t = 1s
(b) t = 2s
Figure 3.4: A sequence of time snapshots of rotor angle responses in a 30x30 grid of
generators with proposed distributed LQR controller.
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Note that we decreased the upper limits of the Z axis from 10 degrees to 4.2 degrees for the
controlled case so that the smaller deviations can be visible. The color bar scaling is remained
constant for the sake of comparison. As illustrated in the figure, the distributed controller
effectively damps the oscillations and prevents it from propagating and effecting the whole
system. Since in the controlled case the oscillation will damp in less than 3 seconds, the time
snapshots for after that are not included in the figure. Next, we compare the performance of
the proposed distributed controller with local and centralized LQR designs. In each of the
designs, R and Q in (3.17) were tuned to provide maximum achievable damping. Figure 3.5
and figure 3.6 illustrate the rotor angle and speed deviation responses for selected generators
respectively.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter presents a distributed control approach to mitigate disturbance propagations in
large power networks. The proposed controller provides a supplementary damping through
the excitation of the generators. The main advantage of this approach lies in the limited
communication and limited model information required for the design which makes it
practically applicable for large scale systems. We evaluated the proposed control strategy
on a mesh structure test system representing a large power grid, which demonstrated nearly
optimal performance. However, implementing distributed type control design on actual
power grid will require further studies that use spatially irregular parameters and connections
and more realistic test cases. A significant and important challenge is solving the distributed
control design problem for arbitrary physical and communication structures.
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(a) Generator unit located at position (15, 15) in mesh grid
(b) Generator unit located at position (14, 14) in mesh grid
Figure 3.5: Rotor Angles for selected generators with different controllers.
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(a) Generator unit located at position (15, 15) in mesh grid
(b) Generator unit located at position (14, 14) in mesh grid
Figure 3.6: Rotor speed deviation for selected generators with different controllers.
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Chapter 4
Wide-Area Control Design with Limited
Communication
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, inspired by recent advances in the field of compressive sensing and the
sparsity-promoting optimal control design in [24], we propose a distributed linear quadratic
optimal control framework using group sparse regularization function. The proposed control
aims to optimize a standard cost criterion while penalizing the number of communication
links. The group sparse regularization approach is used to induce a desired sparsity pattern
and encode prior information about the underlying system into the control design. We then
present two applications of the proposed algorithm for damping inter-area modes in power
networks:
1. Inducing a desired communication network based on system constraints and
2. Control and communication co-design to find efficient measurement and control signal
pairs that improve the damping of inter-area modes.
The proposed optimal control design is then evaluated using the two-area four-machine
test system. Our results suggest that the proposed method provides increased flexibility in
designing wide-area type controls by allowing for a pre-defined communication structure.
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It also can act as an alternative approach to modal analysis methods in finding effective
measurement-control loops in the system. The ability to encode system constraints in the
control design objective is another major advantage of the method.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the power
system electromechanical model with the proposed distributed control input. The distributed
control design algorithm using group sparse regularization functions is presented in Section
4.3. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate two applications for the proposed method in designing
control for damping inter-area modes in power networks. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Power System Electromechanical Model with Dis-
tributed Control Input
To capture the electromechanical oscillations in power systems, we initially use the detailed,
nonlinear, standard Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) model to describe the power
system dynamic behavior. Let x(t)∈ Rn denote a vector that contains the dynamic states of
synchronous generators; y(t)∈ Rq denote the system algebraic states, including bus voltage
magnitudes and angles; and u(t) ∈ Rm denote the control action. Then, power system
dynamic behavior can be described by a set of DAEs of the form:
ẋ(t) = f(x(t), y(t), u(t)) (4.1a)
0 = g(x(t), y(t), u(t)) (4.1b)
Here, the dynamic equation (4.1a) accounts for the electromechanical dynamics of the
synchronous generators and their excitation control. The algebraic equation (4.1b) accounts
for load flow and generator stator equations. The control action u(t) can represent the input
to generator excitation, governor, or power electronic devices. Each generator is modeled
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Figure 4.1: Two-stage power system stabilizer model.
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[−Efdi(t) + KAi(Vrefi − Eti(t) + VDLQRi(t))]
In (4.2), VDLQRi(t) is the supplementary damping control signal designed by the proposed
distributed controller. PSS is modeled as illustrated in figure 4.1. In this chapter,
without loss of generality, we assumed that the distributed control design will provide a
supplementary signal to the excitation of selected generators. It should be noted, however,
that model (4.1) and the proposed control design are sufficiently general to include different
control inputs, load models, and renewable generation. Figure 4.2 shows the proposed
distributed control agent and its information exchange pattern at kth generator. Next we
linearize system (4.1) at a stationary operating point and derive the linear state-space model:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (4.3)
where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m. This linearized full model of the system will be used to
design the controller. Practically, a large-scale system may have a large number of states,
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Figure 4.2: Proposed distributed control agent and its information exchange pattern at kth
generator.
inputs, and outputs and the detailed model (4.3) of a large power network will be of a large-
scale. Thus, one of the challenges for designing wide-area controls for large-scale systems
arises from the absence of mathematical models that can capture the electromechanical
dynamic couplings in the system [12]. Aggregated and equivalent models have provided a
good alternative for wide-area analysis of large-scale power systems since the 1980s [15].
Recently proposed aggregation methods can take advantage of PMU measurements and
construct simplified inter-area models of large power systems by using dynamic measurements
available from limited points on the transmission lines [13]. System identification techniques
can also be used to derive low-order state-space models of a power system [27].
4.3 Distributed Control Design Using Group Sparse Reg-
ularization Functions
In modeling and control in networks of dynamical systems, it is crucial to understand
the interactions between control network structure and the underlying dynamic properties.
Constraints on communication network can limit the control performance. A trade-off exists
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Figure 4.3: Categories of non-centralized controllers.
between the achievable performance and the communication cost. If all controllers can
communicate with each other, and decide on the control actions to be applied to each
subsystem, the best possible performance is achievable. However, this requires prohibitively
excessive communication and computation. On the other hand, in a fully decentralized
scenario, every controller acts independently, and applies control actions to its corresponding
subsystem solely based on the subsystem’s output measurements. Although decentralized
control has minimal communication and computation requirement, it may result in poor
performance. A desired scenario is the limited exchange of information in a distributed
control architecture [58].
Distributed control is a widely used, but not well-defined term. Here, distributed control
refers to a control structure where each local control agent can only access a subset of
the global information and actuate on a subset of the inputs. Figure 4.3 categorizes non-
centralized control structures as they are defined in this chapter. The conventional controller
design problem assumes that all the controllers in the system have access to the same
information. Thus, the controller design problem is to design a controller K for a plant P
such that K stabilizes the plant and meets a certain performance criteria like min ‖f(P,K)‖.
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A distributed control problem can then be defined generally in the form:
minimize ‖f(P,K)‖
subject to K stabilizes P (4.4)
K ∈ S
where S is a subspace. For a general linear time-invariant system P and sub-space S, there
is no known tractable algorithm for computing the optimal K. The unique feature that
simplifies the conventional control problem is the information pattern. The information
pattern represents the information set that each decision maker has access to when it
makes the decision and calculates the control input. Since in a distributed control problem
the information set for different controllers is different, the problem is difficult to solve.
To overcome this design complexity, new approaches have recently been developed that
initially design a centralized controller and apply compressed sensing algorithms, [23, 85, 84],
to sparsify the control structure while preserving stability [28, 59, 68]. These methods
open new possibilities in wide-area control design with limited communication and provide
an alternative solution for the major challenge in distributed control design, namely the
information pattern constraint. In this chapter, we propose a novel distributed control design
for damping inter-area oscillations. The newly developed approach provides the ability to
encode prior knowledge about the underlying system into the control design objective using
group sparse regularization functions. In power systems, this prior knowledge can be a
pre-defined communication structure, measurement availabilities or network variables and
dynamic features that can observe or affect the inter-area modes. The grouping approach
will greatly expand the application domain of the algorithm and the flexibility of the control
design. Details of the proposed method and its applications are described in the following
subsection.
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4.3.1 Distributed Linear Quadratic Control Design Using Group
Sparse Regularization Functions
As discussed in section 4.1, one of the main challenges in designing a practical WADC
is selecting the measurements that each controller agent in a distributed architecture
needs to have access to. One approach for addressing this issue is the sparsity-promoting
linear quadratic control proposed in [59] which simultaneously identifies the optimal control
structure and optimizes the closed-loop performance. This method was applied to WADC
design in [24]. In [59], to induce a control architecture with limited communication,
the standard quadratic performance index was regularized with an `1-norm penalty on
the feedback matrix. However, use of `1-norm regularization encourages sparsity among
individual elements of the controller matrix, without considering the potential structural
relationships existing in the system. When dealing with a large scale system with a sensor-
rich structure and communication constraints, using readily available information or historic
data about the system in the control design can greatly enhance the controllers performance,
flexibility and practicality. A considerable body of research in the field of compressive
sensing has recently been devoted to design regularizations capable of encoding more prior
information about the problem in searching for patterns of non-zero elements (e.g., [ 40]).
Inspired by the applications in compressive sensing, we propose a distributed linear quadratic
control design using group sparse regularization functions. Group sparse regularizations
consider sums of norms of appropriate subsets of measurements, or groups of states, based
on the system characteristics. These groupings can influence the sparsity patterns of the
resulting control and improve the feedback control performance.
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(x(τ)′Qx(τ) + u(τ)′Ru(τ))d(τ) + λΩ(K)
subject to
dynamics: ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
feedback control: u(t) = Kx(t) (4.5)
stability: A − BK is Hurwitz
initial condition: x(0) = x0
where, λ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter and Q ∈ Rn×n, R ∈ Rp×p are positive semi-
definite and positive definite matrices that denote the state and control weights, respectively.
Ω is a convex, typically non-smooth sparsity-inducing regularization function. The stability
condition in (4.5) guarantees that the closed-loop system will be stable [106]. When it is
only desired that the solution of optimal control problem have limited number of non-zero





(other norms, such as `2 and `∞ can also be used to form different objectives ). Regularizing
by the `1-norm induces sparsity in the sense that, depending on the strength of the
regularization parameter, λ, a number of elements in K, will be equal to zero. In the
proposed group sparse approach, based on the prior knowledge of the system, we organize
the elements of the feedback matrix, K in groups. The objective is then to select or remove
all the variables forming a group. A regularization function exploiting this group structure
will help in designing controllers which are more flexible to adapt to communication and
measurement constraints that we may practically have in the system. The group norm used






where G is a partition of {1, ...,m} and m = n × p is the total number of elements in K.
ηg are strictly positive weights, and Kg denotes the vector in R|g| recording the coefficients
of K indexed by group g in G. As defined in (4.7), Ω is known as a mixed `1/`2-norm. It
behaves like an `1-norm on the vector (‖Kg‖2)g∈G in R
|g| , and therefore, Ω induces group
sparsity. In other words, each ‖Kg‖2, and equivalently each Kg, is encouraged to be set to
zero. On the other hand, within the groups g in G, the `2-norm does not promote sparsity.
The proposed group-sparse regularization approach can be used to induce a desired
communication structure (e.g., star, ring, hierarchial) or to encode prior information about
the underlying system into the control design. In power systems, this prior knowledge can
be communication costs and constraints, probability of measurement availabilities, power
transfers in critical tie-lines, inertia and damping distributions, and the topology of the
system.
The optimization problem (4.5) is difficult in part because of the non-smooth nature of
the norm function. To solve the group-sparse optimal control problem, (4.5), we use the
Alternating Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [75, 86, 87]. In each iteration of ADMM the
required proximal gradient step which induces the group sparsity pattern is solved using
SPArse Modeling Software package (SPAMS) [40, 83]. We incorporated the SPAMS solver
into the LQRSP Ű (Sparsity-Promoting Linear Quadratic Regulator) toolbox [24], to solve
the proposed optimization. Two applications of the proposed method for damping inter-area
oscillations in power networks are described in the following sections. Below is a summary
of the algorithmic approach for the proposed distributed linear quadratic control design.
Distributed Linear Quadratic Control Design Algorithm Using Group Sparse
Regularization Functions
Step 1. Derive the state-space model of the system (4.3) analytically or by using aggregation
or identification methods.
Step 2. Define grouping structures based on the desired communication network design.
Step 3. Construct the graphs representing the groups in the system and select their weights
based on their grouping objective.
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Step 4. Solve optimal control problem (4.5) with λ = 0 to obtain the centralized feedback
matrix K.
Step 5. Set the regularization parameter λ based on the application and the desired level of
sparsity.
Step 6. Solve the optimization problem (4.5) using ADMM algorithm implemented in LQRSP
toolbox. Enforce grouping structures (4.7) in the proximal gradient step of ADMM
using SPAMS software.
Step 7. Solve the structured optimal control problem based on the final sparsity pattern
identified in step 7.
4.4 Application I: Inducing a Desired Communication
Structure for Damping Inter-area Oscillations in
Power Networks
Based on the report from North American Synchrophasor Initiative (NASPI) the total
number of PMUs installed in the North American grid was more than 1100 by year 2014,
offering nearly 100 percent observability of the transmission system [17]. PMU measurements
are taken at a high speed (30 observations per second) and can be transmitted over a
communication network to the control stations. Due to communication limitations and the
large scale of the power grid, these sensor measurements cannot instantaneously be available
to all the controllers in the system. In practice, each local control agent can only access
a subset of the measurements. Limitations on the information exchange pattern in control
design in power systems can come from different sources. Control actions being employed by
separate utilities, lack of availability of some measurements and privacy considerations are
just a few of the reasons. Therefore, it will be highly beneficial if the control design method
can consider communication limitations and measurement access constraints and stabilize
the system based on a pre-defined communication structure. In the following subsection
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Figure 4.4: Two-Area, Four-Machine Test System [48].
application of our proposed method for inducing a desired communication structure is
illustrated on the two-area four-machine test system.
4.4.1 Illustration on the Two-Area Four-Machine System
Consider the two-area four-machine power system in figure 4.4 modeled using (4.2). This
test system was created to exhibit different types of oscillations that occur in both large
and small interconnected power systems. A detailed description of the system parameters
can be found in [48]. We use this test system to validate the performance of the proposed
WADC in inducing different pre-defined communication structures and explore the effect
of the information patterns on the damping of the inter-area mode. In this configuration,
400 MW of active power exported from area 1 to area 2 causes the transmission lines to be
stressed and the inter-area mode to be unstable. All generators are equipped with PSS to
provide damping for local and inter-area modes. We modified this test system to create a
very low-damped inter-area mode while local modes can be fairly damped using PSS. We
doubled the amount of inertia on G2 and G4 , setting H2 = 13s and H4 = 12.35s, to increase
the distance between frequencies of the local modes and the inter-area mode. The stabilizer
gains of the generators, were decreased to Kstab = [10; 0; 10; 0] to allow for lightly damped
modes. We linearized this system and derived the linear state-space model representation
(4.3). Small signal analysis is then performed to identify system modes and the respective
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Table 4.1: Two-area system modes (base-case)




1 -0.0500± 3.1069j 0.4945 1.61 Inter-area
2 -0.2574±6.2966j 1.0030 4.08 Local
3 -0.2823±6.4472j 1.0271 4.37 Local
mode shapes. Table 4.1 shows the local and the inter-area modes of the system and their
frequency and percentage damping. In power networks damping is considered adequate if
all electromechanical modes have a damping ratio of around five percent. Damping ratios
less than three percent are considered too weakly damped and becomes a cause of concern.
Thus, this test system has a too weakly damped inter-area mode that may lead to further
instabilities. Our goal is to solve the proposed optimal control problem (4.5) for a pre-
defined communication structure using grouping regularization functions. This structure can
be defined based on communication cost and constraints in the system. Figure 4.5 shows
the communication structures and grouping graphs for centralized, decentralized, local and
star communication networks along with the predicted sparsity patterns of their respective
feedback matrices.
We use graph representation to show the grouping structures. Each grouping graph
contains one white vertex which represents the root of the graph depicted by R and a set
of black vertices that represent the generators labeled by the generator number. A desired
grouping structure is created by adding a path to the graph which starts from the root and
connects the black vertices that are included in that group. The sequence of black vertices in
the path can be chosen arbitrarily and will not affect the grouping definitions but it should
not create a loop. For example, the grouping graph in figure 4.5 (a) contains only one path,
i.e., (R, 1, 2, 3, 4) which indicates that all the generators are grouped together. In other
word, in the centralized design all the generators can communicate with each other. The
grouping graph in figure 4.5 (b) contains four paths, (R, 1), (R, 2), (R, 3) and (R, 4) which
shows that the generators are not allowed to communicate in the decentralized design. In the
matrix representation, the 16 divided blocks represent generator gains. The block diagonal
elements of the matrix are the generator self-gains, and off-diagonal blocks are correlation
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Figure 4.5: Communication structures and grouping graphs for (a) Centralized ,(b)
Decentralized, (c) Local and (d) Star communication networks and the predicted sparsity
pattern of the feedback matrix.
gains between the four generators in the system. Black blocks represent vectors of non-zero
elements. Figure 4.5 only shows the groupings between different generators, but it should be
noted that all seven states of each generator (i.e., [Δωi, Δδi, ΔE ′qi , ΔEfdi , ΔV1, ΔV2, ΔVs])
are also treated as a group. The feedback matrix K, is a N by (N × n) matrix where N is
the number of generators and n is the number states for each generator. For the two-area
system with four generators modeled with seven states, K is a 4× 28 matrix. The blue dots
represent the non-zero elements of the matrix. Below each matrix, the total number of the
non-zero elements is indicated by nz . As illustrated in figure 4.6 (a), for the centralized case
where all the generators are allowed to communicate the resulting feedback control matrix
is a full matrix.
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Figure 4.6: Communication structures and their respective designed feedback control
matrix sparsity patterns (a) Centralized ,(b) Decentralized, (c) Local, (d) Star and (e) Ring.
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Table 4.2: Inter-area modes for different communication structures
Case Inter-area Mode Frequency (Hz) Percentage Damping
Base Case -0.0500± j3.1069 0.4945 1.61
Centralized -0.4603± j3.0790 0.4900 14.78
Decentralized -0.1322± j3.1299 0.4981 4.22
Local -0.1429± j3.1383 0.4994 4.54
Star -0.2202± j3.1300 0.4981 7.01
Ring -0.3755± j3.1478 0.5009 11.84
In figure 4.6 (b), i.e., the decentralized case, there is no communication between the
generators; thus, the resulting control matrix has the block diagonal pattern with nz exactly
equal to 28 non-zero elements which shows that each generator only uses its own state
information for the control purpose. Table 4.2 compares the inter-area modes for different
communication structures. In this test system, the ring structure has the next best damping
after the optimal centralized case which was predictable due to the high level of information
exchanged between the controllers. For simulation of the dynamic behavior, the disturbance
scenario considered is a three phase fault at bus 8 at time t = 1s that is cleared after six cycles.
The nonlinear time domain simulation of the power network is carried out using MATLAB.
Figure 4.7 shows frequency deviations and rotor angles for G1 for the five communication
structures. The nonlinear simulation also confirms the results obtained in linear analysis.
Here, we provided examples of design and implementation of the distributed control with
pre-defined communication structures to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
However, it should be noted that our objective is not to find the best performing controller.
The performance of these controllers cannot be compared while they have different amount
of data communicated and different levels of optimality. Here, the proposed method provides
a framework to find the controllers that best fit communication costs and constraints.
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Figure 4.7: Nonlinear simulation results for different control structures: (a) Frequency
deviation (Hz) and (b) Rotor Angles (degree)
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Figure 4.8: Modified New England 39-bus 10-machine System
4.4.2 New England 39-bus 10-machine System
In this section, we use the New England 39-bus 10-machine test system displayed in figure
4.8 to further investigate the performance of the proposed WADC in inducing different
pre-defined communication structures and explore the effect of the information patterns
on the damping of the inter-area modes. In this test system, all synchronous machines
except G10, which is an equivalent unit, are equipped with conventional PSS. We modified
this test system to create low-damped inter-area modes while local modes can be fairly
damped. Detailed descriptions of the models and parameters for generators, excitation
systems and PSSs can be found in Appendix. We linearized this system and derived the
linear state-space model representation (4.3). Small signal analysis is then performed to
identify system modes and the respective mode shapes. Table 4.3 shows the inter-area modes
of the system and their frequency and percentage damping. Mode 3 and 4 have damping
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Mode 1 -0.29 ± j 6.42 1.02 4.55 2, 3 vs. 4, 5
Mode 2 -0.16 ± j 5.24 0.83 3.20 1, 8, 9, 10 vs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Mode 3 -0.12 ± j 4.63 0.73 2.76 9, 10 vs. all others
Mode 4 -0.07 ± j 3.54 0.56 2.22 10 vs. all others
ratios less than three percent and are considered too weakly damped. Figure 4.9 shows the
mode shapes of the inter-area modes. Coherent groups of generators for each inter-area mode
are also displayed in Table 4.3. We solved the proposed optimal control problem (4.5) for
pre-defined communication structures displayed in figure 4.10 using grouping regularization
functions and compared the controller damping performances with the centralized scheme.
Having group structures, the proposed optimal control problem (4.5) is then solved for the
different information patterns. Figure 4.6 shows the communication structures and their
resulting feedback control matrix patterns. To make the controllers comparable in terms
of the control effort, for each communication structure, the weighting matrix R in (4.5)
is tuned to maintain the control cost, u(τ)′u(τ), within two percent of the control cost
for the centralized design. A fully decentralized LQR solution that improves the damping
performances of inter-area modes for this system cannot be found. The local design which is
defined based on geographical proximity, also needs to use twice the control effort required
for other structures to show signs of improvement in the damping performances.
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Figure 4.9: New England System inter-area mode shapes
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Figure 4.10: Pre-defined communication structures for New England System
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Inter-area Mode Percentage Damping
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
Centralized 11.85 8.21 7.96 6.57
Ring 10.25 7.58 6.59 5.60
Star Centered at G7 10.42 7.85 7.72 6.30
Star Centered at G1 6.00 4.28 3.91 3.20
Local (double control cost) 5.43 3.83 3.73 2.73
Base Case 4.55 3.20 2.76 2.22
Figure 4.11 shows the resulting feedback control matrix sparsity patterns for each
communication structure. Table 4.4 compares the percentage damping of the inter-area
modes for different communication structures.
In this system, among all implemented communication structures, only Ring and Star
Centered at G7 can provide the sufficient damping for all the inter-area modes. In the star
structure, since all control burden is on one controller, the controllability of that generator
of the modes will directly affect the performance of the controller. Figure 4.12 shows the
collective controllability of the generators of all local and inter-area modes in the New
England test system.
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Figure 4.11: Feedback matrix sparsity patterns for different communication structures
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Figure 4.12: Collective controllability of the generators of all local and inter-area modes
in New England system
Table 4.5: Centralized Structure
Inter-area Modes Eigenvalues Frequency (Hz)
Percentage
Damping
Mode 1 -0.76 ± j 6.41 1.02 11.85
Mode 2 -0.42 ± j 5.15 0.82 8.21
Mode 3 -0.37 ± j 4.68 0.74 7.96
Mode 4 -0.23 ± j 3.52 0.56 6.57
As displayed, G7 has the highest controllability while G1 has the lowest, which is
consistent with the results of the proposed control design. In the Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8,
and 4.9 the detailed data for inter-area modes for each structure are presented.
For simulation of the dynamic behavior, the disturbance scenario considered is a three
phase fault at bus 15 at time t = 1s that is cleared after three cycles. The nonlinear time
domain simulation of the power network is carried out using MATLAB. Figure 4.13 shows
frequency deviations and rotor angles for G2 for the five communication structures. The
nonlinear simulation also confirms the results obtained in linear analysis.
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Table 4.6: Ring Structure
Inter-area Modes Eigenvalues Frequency (Hz)
Percentage
Damping
Mode 1 -0.67 ± j 6.57 1.05 10.25
Mode 2 -0.39 ± j 5.23 0.83 7.58
Mode 3 -0.31 ± j 4.72 0.75 6.59
Mode 4 -0.20 ± j 3.56 0.56 5.60
Table 4.7: Star Structure at G1
Inter-area Modes Eigenvalues Frequency (Hz)
Percentage
Damping
Mode 1 -0.38 ± j 6.45 1.02 6.00
Mode 2 -0.22 ± j 5.24 0.83 4.28
Mode 3 -0.18 ± j 4.65 0.74 3.91
Mode 4 -0.11 ± j 3.54 0.56 3.20
Table 4.8: Star Structure at G7
Inter-area Modes Eigenvalues Frequency (Hz)
Percentage
Damping
Mode 1 -0.68 ± j 6.56 1.05 10.42
Mode 2 -0.41 ± j 5.21 0.83 7.85
Mode 3 -0.36 ± j 4.71 0.75 7.72
Mode 4 -0.22 ± j 3.54 0.56 6.3
Table 4.9: Local Structure
Inter-area Modes Eigenvalues Frequency (Hz)
Percentage
Damping
Mode 1 -0.35 ± j 6.44 1.02 5.43
Mode 2 -0.20 ± j 5.24 0.83 3.83
Mode 3 -0.15 ± j 4.64 0.73 3.73




Figure 4.13: Nonlinear simulation results for different control structures: (a) Frequency
deviation (Hz) and (b) Rotor Angles (degree)
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4.5 Application II: Control And Communication Co-
Design For Damping Inter-area Oscillations In Power
Networks
As discussed in section 4.1 several studies confirm that using remote measurements can
improve damping of the inter-area modes beyond that obtainable by local signals. The main
challenge is then finding a few pairs of measurements and control inputs among all the options
that can achieve an effective inter-area oscillation damping. The choice of measurements
and control input signals are typically based on modal analysis and frequency response
information. Geometric measures and residues are two methods that have been used in
power system studies to quantify the observability and controllability of the modes in the
system [104]. Geometric measures are proven to be more accurate compared with residues in
predicting the contribution of the kth mode of the system in output measurements and the
mode’s sensitivity to input perturbations [34]. An alternative approach is to use the proposed
distributed control design to find the few measurements that when communicated can
improve the damping for inter-area modes. For this purpose, the regularization parameter,
λ is increased gradually from zero to one to reach a desired level of sparsity in the feedback
control matrix. Since some of the generator states are practically difficult to measure, the
grouping feature of the algorithm provides the benefit to choose from the available sets of
measurements by setting more weights, i.e. higher ηg, on those groups.
4.5.1 Two-Area Four-Machine System
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method we compared two scenarios on the
two-area four-machine test system introduced in section 4.5.1 and compared the results
with geometric measure approach. In the first scenario, we solved the group-sparse linear
quadratic optimal control problem (4.5) for the base case and gradually increased λ from
zero to obtain a sparse feedback matrix with one communication link. In grouping the states
between different generators equal higher weights were selected for the set of [Δδi, Δωi]
measurements, to emphasize the availability of these measurements compared with other
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Figure 4.14: Communication structures and respective feedback control sparsity patterns
for (a) Scenario 1, (b) Scenario 2.
states. Figure 4.14 (a) shows the resulting communication structure and respective feedback
control sparsity pattern. This result suggests measurements [Δδ3, Δω3] and the excitation
control input G4 as the effective measurement-control pair to improve the damping of the
inter-area mode. Then the geometric measures for this scenario were calculated. Here we
briefly explain the geometric measures and their formulations. The interested reader is
referred to [31] for the detailed explanation.
Consider the state-space model of the system described as (4.3). Eigenanalysis of matrix
A provides the n distinct eigenvalues (λi, i = 1, .., n) and the corresponding matrices of right
and left eigenvectors, Φ = [Φ1, ..., Φn] and Ψ = [Ψ1, ..., Ψn], respectively. The geometric
measures of controllability mci and observability moi associated with mode i are defined as
follows:











where bk is the kth column of input matrix B (referring to the kth input) and cl is the
lth row of output matrix C (referring to the lth output). |z| and ‖z‖ are defined as the
modulus and Euclidean norm of z which sets mci and moi between 0 and 1. α(Ψi, bk) is the
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geometrical angle between the input vector bk and the ith left eigenvector, while α(cl, Φi) is
the geometrical angle between the output vector cl and the ith right eigenvector. Using (8)
and (9), the joint controllability/observability measure is defined as :
mcoi(k, l) = mci(k).moi(l) (4.10)
It is feasible to control the mode i with the input uk and the measured value yl, if
mcoi(k) is different from zero. Pairs of uk and yl with the maximum mcoi will be the
most efficient choice. Figure 4.15 (a)-(c) shows the observability, controllability, and joint
controllability/observability measures of speed deviations and excitation control inputs of
inter-area mode for the four generators in the first scenario. Based on the calculated
geometric measures the inter-area mode is best controllable and best observable from G4.
This will result in a decentralized measurement-control loop. However, if we search for
a remote measurement, based on the joint controllability/observability measure, Δω3 and
excitation control of G4 are the second most efficient control loop. Analysis of the geometric
measures of rotor angles will also produce the same result. Thus, the control loop suggested
by our distributed control design algorithm is compatible with the traditional modal analysis.
In the second scenario, to evaluate the controller ability in finding efficient wide-area
control loops we modified the test system. The inertia constant of G4 is tripled and G4 is
considered as an equivalent area without a definitive point of control. Then we solved the
group-sparse linear quadratic optimal control problem (4.5) and gradually increased λ to
obtain a sparse feedback matrix with one communication link. Choice of groups and their
weights is similar to scenario 1. Figure 4.14 (b) shows the resulting communication structure
and respective feedback control sparsity pattern. This result suggests measurements
[Δδ4, Δω4]and the excitation control input G2 as the effective measurement-control pair
to improve the damping of the inter-area mode. Then the geometric measures for this
scenario were calculated. Figure 4.15 (d)-(f) shows the observability, controllability, and
joint controllability/observability measures of speed deviations and excitation control inputs
of inter-area mode for the four generators in the second scenario.
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Figure 4.15: Geometric measure of speed deviation measurements and excitation control
inputs for inter-area mode for two scenarios in two-area four-machine test systems, Scenario1:
(a) Controllability measure, (b) Observability measure, (c) Joint controllability/observability
measure, Scenario 2: (d) Controllability measure, (e) Observability measure, (f) Joint
controllability/observability measure.
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By removing the control on G4 the inter-area mode has the best controllability from
G2 and best observability from Δω4. Therefore, the results from the proposed framework
are again compatible with the traditional modal analysis. The proposed distributed control
design not only considers the communication costs but also eliminates the need to perform
additional modal analysis computations for finding best measurement-control pairs for a
given system. This will result in a decentralized measurement-control loop. However, if we
search for a remote measurement, based on the joint controllability/observability measure,
Δω3 and excitation control of G4 are the second most efficient control loop. Analysis of
the geometric measures of rotor angles will also produce the same result. Thus, the control
loop suggested by our distributed control design algorithm is compatible with the traditional
modal analysis.
In the second scenario, to evaluate the controller ability in finding efficient wide-area
control loops we modified the test system. The inertia constant of G4 is tripled and G4 is
considered as an equivalent area without a definitive point of control. Then we solved the
group-sparse linear quadratic optimal control problem (4.5) and gradually increased λ to
obtain a sparse feedback matrix with one communication link. Choice of groups and their
weights is similar to scenario 1. Figure 4.14 (b) shows the resulting communication structure
and respective feedback control sparsity pattern. This result suggests measurements
[Δδ4, Δω4]and the excitation control input G2 as the effective measurement-control pair
to improve the damping of the inter-area mode. Then the geometric measures for this
scenario were calculated. Figure 4.15 (d)-(f) shows the observability, controllability, and
joint controllability/observability measures of speed deviations and excitation control inputs
of inter-area mode for the four generators in the second scenario. By removing the control
on G4 the inter-area mode has the best controllability from G2 and best observability from
Δω4. Therefore, the results from the proposed framework are again compatible with the
traditional modal analysis. The proposed distributed control design not only considers the
communication costs but also eliminates the need to perform additional modal analysis
computations for finding best measurement-control pairs for a given system.
The results for the two scenarios on two-area four-machine system shows that the
proposed algorithm can successfully find the efficient measurement-control loops and has the
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potential to be considered as an alternative approach to traditional modal analysis methods
for this purpose. Our experience with this method on larger test systems with multiple low-
damped or unstable inter-area modes reveals the presence of another important factor in
the design which is the interaction between different control loops that may adversely affect
each other. In that case, the objective function and group structures should be chosen based
on the desired performance that might require damping a particular mode or increasing the
overall damping in the system. The interaction measure introduced in [34] provides a good
criteria for validating the results.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter addressed one of the main stability problems in power systems and proposed
a new control scheme considering the cyber-physical aspects of the grid. Low-damped
inter-area oscillations are one of the major causes of stability concerns in power systems.
To improve the damping of these low-frequency oscillations, a novel wide-area control
scheme has been presented in this chapter. The proposed distributed optimal control
framework optimizes a standard performance criterion while limiting the amount of required
communication. The newly developed approach provides the ability to encode prior
knowledge about the underlying system into the control design objective using group sparse
regularization functions. In power systems, this prior knowledge can be a pre-defined
communication structure, measurement availabilities or network variables and dynamic
features that can observe or affect the inter-area modes. The grouping approach will greatly
expand the application domain of the algorithm and the flexibility of the control design.
Two applications of the proposed framework have been introduced and evaluated in this
chapter. First, the grouping objective was used to select a communication structure based
on system constraints. Second, a control and communication co-design problem was solved
to find efficient measurement and control signal pairs to improve the damping of inter-area
modes. For this application, groups were defined based on measurement availabilities. Our
results suggest that the proposed method opens new possibilities in designing wide-area type
controls by including knowledge of the system constraints and characteristics into the design
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objective. It can also act as an alternative approach to modal analysis methods in finding
effective measurement-control loops in the system. Further investigations can explore the
robustness of the designed controller to communication failures.
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Chapter 5
Power System Model Validation and
Enhancements: Current Industry
Practice in Western Interconnection
5.1 Introduction
Models are the foundation for all analysis in power systems. Any inaccuracy present in
the models used for planning and operation can significantly impact the outcomes of these
studies and lead to inefficient decisions. In particular, model accuracy is critical for real-
time stability assessment tools which aim to enhance operators situational awareness and
ability to take prompt, effective actions. To improve the models to more accurately replicate
system events, the North American Reliability Corporation (NERC) recommended model
validation and benchmarking following August 14, 2003, blackout [5]. Model validation
has significantly improved the models in Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)
during the past decade. However, the power grid is evolving toward a larger, more complex
and geographically distributed network [64] with uncertain generation and loads and power
system models are increasingly viewed as inadequate for representing real-time operating
conditions [67]. Therefore, ensuring consistency between real-time and off-line models is
essential for real-time applications like the dynamic assessment of voltage stability and
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transient stability limits [45]. Using real-time limits instead of the seasonal limits can improve
systems reliability and enhance transmission capacity restricted by conservative limits.
As the Reliability Coordinator (RC) in the Western Interconnection, Peak Reliability
needs to address stability risks in real-time to achieve the appropriate level of Bulk Electric
System (BES) reliability at the least cost. In addition, following considerations highlight the
need for making real-time stability assessments:
• Increased stability risks due to remotely connected generation and load centers in
Western Interconnection
• Interconnection-wide impact of Remedial Action Schemes (RAS)
• Growth in renewable generation and the associated integration challenges
Peak has implemented a real-time Transient Stability Assessment Tool (TSAT) to
calculate stability limits and operating margins for pre-defined scenarios. The real-time VSA
computes voltage stability limits and operating margins in real-time and alarms the operator
if the current system state approaches the limit. The real-time TSAT is currently undergoing
extensive model validation [45, 88, 67], use-case development and results benchmarking with
PMU data as well as results validation with a subset of entities.
Modeling Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) is an essential step in replicating the behaviour
of the actual power systems in real-time simulations. RAS sense abnormal or predetermined
system conditions and take corrective actions to maintain system reliability. RAS supplement
ordinary protection and control devices [65, 64, 79] (fault protection, AVR, PSS, governors,
etc) to prevent violations of the NERC (North American Electric Reliability Corporation)
reliability standards and limit the impact of extreme events [1]. The most common actions
taken by RAS include changes in the generation (MW and Mvar), demand, or system
configuration to maintain system stability, acceptable voltage, or power flows [1] . As RAS
are becoming more widely used in recent years [22], the impact of these schemes and the
potential interaction between RAS systems needs to be considered in real-time power system
studies [21]. Transient stability analysis focuses on the power system behavior in the period
of 10 seconds after the disturbance. Most RAS schemes usually take action in this time frame
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and can affect the transient stability limits in a given study area. Therefore, it is essential to
understand and model the effects of these automatic protection systems in real-time transient
stability assessments.
In this chapter, we first describe some of the recent model enhancements implemented to
improve the operation model for Peaks real-time TSAT. Different model accuracy checkpoints
in TSAT are explored using case studies and system events in Western Interconnection. The
study results provide a great insight into insufficiencies which need to be addressed for real-
time operation models in power systems. Then, we explain the implementation and testing
procedure of modeling RAS in real-time transient stability analysis tool at Peak. We also
performed a one-day study to investigate the impact of adding RAS models on transient
stability limits and limiting contingencies.
5.2 Overview of Real-time Transient Stability Assess-
ment at Peak Reliability
Peak Reliability’s real-time Transient Stability Assessment (TSA) is performed using two
software from Powertech’s DSATools package, TSAT and DSA Manager. TSAT (Transient
Stability Assessment Tool) is the computation engine that performs transient stability
analysis. DSA Manager provides a platform for the dynamic security assessment modules
to be integrated into the real-time sequence of an energy management system (EMS). Peak
uses a procedure to automatically export the State Estimator (SE) case from EMS to DSA
Manager every 15 minutes. The node-breaker model based SE case is then modified to create
the TSAT case. TSAT performs “Basecase Analysis” to assess the security of the system
at the given operating point for each of the critical contingencies defined. If any of the
specified criteria for the stability indices is violated, the system is considered insecure for the
contingency. Monitored security indices may include voltage drop/rise duration, frequency
drop/rise duration, the rate of change of frequency. TSAT also performs “Transaction
Analysis” to calculate the stability limits of the system for five pre-defined transfer scenarios
for WECC system under all critical contingencies. A total of around 100 contingencies have
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Figure 5.1: Peak real-time TSAT architecture.
been defined for the basecase and transaction analysis which includes both N − 1 and N − 2
cases. The objective of a transaction analysis is to find the power transfer level where the
system is secure for all critical contingencies and will become insecure if the power transfer
is increased by an amount equal to a specified threshold. The security can be measured
by any or all of the indices available in the basecase analysis. Powerflow unsolvability is
also considered as one form of insecurity. The limiting contingency is then defined as the
contingency which imposed the most limiting power transfer. Results are displayed locally
on DSA Monitor and deposited into a real-time database, PI historian. Figure 5.1 displays
Peak’s online TSAT architecture. All processed cases are archived and can further be used
for off-line studies.
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5.3 Model Enhancements for Real-Time Transient Sta-
bility Assessment Tool at Peak Reliability
To implement real-time transient stability assessment, Peak uses the West-wide System
Model (WSM) [100] linked with WECC dynamic database through EMS labels [45]. WSM
is a full-topology, node-breaker model which represents the entire Western Interconnection.
Real-time measurements and breaker statuses are automatically mapped from Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) to the model so that it mimics real-time system
operating conditions. To associate the WECC dynamic database with WSM, generation
units from the two models needs to be matched. The mapping process of the units depends
on how their models differ in WSM and the WECC planning base case. Due to the different
levels of aggregation, some units might not match one to one. Since WECC dynamic database
is created consistent with the WECC planning base case, units with no match in WSM are
netted and considered as injections without dynamics. Small units subjected to asynchronism
during simulations are also netted. Considering all the required adjustments, approximately
97 percent of the generators from the WECC planning base case has been mapped to the
WSM [45].
WSM have been primarily used to perform State Estimation, Real-Time Contingency
Analysis (RTCA) and other operational studies [100]. The credibility of all these studies
is dependent on the accuracy of the models. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of the
model and robustness of the real-time transient stability application, model validations and
modifications have been performed continuously using TSAT.
TSAT model enhancement process involve the addition of new dynamic models and
modification of the existing ones. New models are mainly added to:
• Accommodate a specific system analysis (e.g., motor load and composite load models
for fast voltage collapse detection)
• Replace or improve existing models (e.g., renewable generation dynamic models or
High Voltage DC (HVDC))
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Figure 5.2: TSAT Model Accuracy Checkpoints at Peak Reliability.
• Study system-wide effects and interactions (e.g., Remedial Action Schemes (RAS)[63]
and relay models)
Also, Peak uses different checkpoints to validate the models against real-time system
measurements and suggests required modifications after extensive off-line and online tests.
Figure 5.2 shows TSAT model accuracy checkpoints. In the following section, we describe
these model accuracy checkpoints in detail using case studies and system events in Western
Interconnection.
5.4 Cases of Model Validation in Western Interconnec-
tion
5.4.1 Event-Based Model Validation
The newly enforced NERC MOD-033 standard requires validation of the planning models,
but there is no requirement for the operation model validation. Peak Reliability is the
first to perform operation model validation (dynamic and steady-state). Following system
events, the last TSAT case archived immediately before the event is retrieved and tested
to ensure its quality using a “No Disturbance” test. Details of this testing process is
described later in section 5.4.2. The event sequence is then replicated as contingencies. The
objective of the validation study is to reproduce the key elements of system performance
in the transient stability simulator and compare the simulation results against actual
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measurements. Therefore, frequency, voltage and active and reactive power responses of
major transmission paths and buses are commonly used for the comparison.
Over a one month period in 2016, considered in this section, Peak performed model
validation studies for the three following events:
• Event 1: Generator outage on May 31st
• Event 2: Generator outage on June 26th
• Event 3: Substation event on June 27th
PMU measurements and equipment logs in conjunction with the data received from the
entities, provide the necessary information to develop the sequence of events for the model
validation studies. Below is the sequence of events for Event 1:
18:29:35 – Two circuit breakers were closed and bypassed the capacitor C1 on both 345
kV lines between Bus A and Bus B
18:29:37 – Two circuit breakers were closed and bypassed the series capacitors C2 on
both 345 kV lines between Bus A and Bus B
18:29:38 – A circuit breaker was closed and bypassed the series capacitor C3 on 345
kV line between Bus D and Bus E
18:29:40 – Two circuit breakers opened and tripped the generator at Bus A
Real names of the equipment and areas have been changed to maintain confidentiality.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the validation results for Event 1 on two major buses M1 and M2.
These figures illustrate a strong agreement between the actual and simulated frequency
responses. However, the simulated frequency dip is slightly smaller than what was observed
in the measurements. Therefore, additional model sensitivity studies were attempted to
improve the match between the operation model and reality. In the following subsections,
we explore the sensitivity of the operation model to unit statuses and governor settings and
its impact on validation results.
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Figure 5.3: Frequency response at bus M1 for Event 1 (PMU Measurement vs. Operation
Model).
Figure 5.4: Frequency response at bus M2 for Event 1 (PMU Measurement vs. Operation
Model).
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Figure 5.5: Impact of unit status changes on frequency response of bus M1.
Importance of Unit Status Availability
To study the sensitivity of the operation model to unit statuses, we turned off the large units
in the simulation base case that were at low output, i.e. less than 10 MW. These units likely
should have been off if accurate unit statuses were available. Figure 5.5 shows the frequency
response at bus M1 after applying this change. The new frequency response is labeled as
“TSAT Simulation Second Attempt” and it shows that the applied change had some, but
not significant, impact on the system frequency dip.
Importance of Real-Time Governor Data Availability
To explore the sensitivity of the operation model to governor model settings, we blocked
governor responses for units dispatched above 95 percent of their Pmax in simulation base
case. Due to being close to their maximum power output capacity, it is unlikely that these
units responded to the decline in frequency. Figure 5.6 shows the frequency response at
bus M1 after blocking the governors. The new frequency response is labeled as “ TSAT
Simulation Third Attempt " and it demonstrates that the applied change had a significant
effect on the system frequency dip and the frequency response from the modified model
became closer to real-time measurements.
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Figure 5.6: Impact of change in governor settings on frequency response of bus M1.
We followed the same model validation process for Event 2 and Event 3. Figure 5.7 shows
the frequency response at major bus M3 for Event 2 and figure 5.8 shows the voltage response
at bus M4 for Event 3. These results confirm that simulations using WSM and WECC base
case match reasonably well against measurements for the studied system events. It can
be concluded that steady state and dynamic models used in Peak TSAT are trustworthy
for transient stability analysis purposes. Continual model validation studies are needed to
maintain the confidence in power system models.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency response at bus M3 for Event 2 (PMU Measurement vs. Operation
Model).
Figure 5.8: Voltage response at bus M4 for Event 3 (PMU Measurement vs. Operation
Model).
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Table 5.1: Largest peak to peak angle deviations (deg) for base case and modified cases
Rank






1 5.697 3.015 2.576
2 5.422 2.923 0.703
3 5.381 2.898 0.622
4 5.368 2.897 0.573
5 5.368 2.886 0.529
5.4.2 No Disturbance Test
Peak engineers perform several off-line studies daily using archived TSAT cases from real-
time transient stability assessment tool. To ensure the quality of these cases, they initialize
each study with a “No Disturbance” test. In this analysis, a simulation is performed with
no disturbance applied to the system. TSAT will list the generators with the largest speed
and angle deviations from the simulation. Selected case is considered credible if all generator
angle deviations after 10 seconds of flat run remain within five degrees. If the largest angle
deviations exceed the five-degree limit, further investigations are performed to find potential
defects in generator dynamic models. Issues related to renewable generation dynamic models
are one of the most common causes of observed large angle deviations. Here, we present the
study results for a TSAT case identified as noncredible in “No Disturbance” test. Table
5.1 summarizes the findings of this study. In this table, the five largest peak to peak angle
deviations of all the generators in the system are ranked from largest to the smallest. For the
base case, the angle deviations are slightly larger than five degrees. For case 1, we modified
the inertias for some of the renewable generations that were modeled with unreasonably
high inertias. As displayed in the table, this modification decreased the angle deviations and
brought them within the defined limits. For case 2, we changed the PWmin value for some
of the wind farms modeled using WNDTGE. The PWmin default value for these units was
set to -0.4. As a result, the pitch angle limits were violated, and this caused the large rotor
angle deviations, as the controllers attempted to bring the pitch angles back to within limits.
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After setting the PWmin to 0.05 pu the angle deviations mainly become very close to zero.
These findings were reported to WECC and related entities for further investigations.
5.4.3 Real-Time Transient Stability Analysis Results
As described in section 5.3, real-time transient stability analysis at Peak runs approximately
every 15 minutes. Some of the real-time alarms and insecure cases can be due to modeling
problems. Therefore, engineers at Peak consider this possibility when searching for the
underlying causes. For instance, some instability issues among paralleled units in simulations
were found to be related to modeling insufficiencies to enable stable reactive power sharing.
Therefore, there is a need to implement a Cross-Current Compensation (CCOMP) model [30]
for paralleled units with Line Drop Compensation. Line Drop Compensation is a function
which provides better high voltage system voltage control, especially when the generator
step-up transformer has a large impedance. Figure 5.9 shows the reactive power response
for one of the parallel units at a generating station that was initially unstable in simulations.
The added CCOMP model can adequately capture the behavior of the excitation systems
and resolve the stability issue in simulations.
5.4.4 External Resources
Peak continuously updates the TSAT operation model based on the information obtained
from WECC, PowerTech, and other credible resources. For instance, a model modification
for Pacific DC Intertie (PDCI) was received from PowerTech in summer 2016. High Voltage
DC (HVDC) lines can rapidly control the transmitted power; therefore they are modeled in
transient stability analysis. It was observed that the PDCI model used in Peak online TSAT
could have poor numerical behavior when a fault caused the PDCI to have commutation
failure. To address this issue, the updated PDCI dynamic file modified the DC line reactance
in the dynamic model. Most commutation failures are caused by voltage disturbances in the
AC system. To test the new PDCI model we applied a load increase contingency to create
a severe voltage drop on the AC side. Figure 5.10 shows the voltage response at Bus M5
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Figure 5.9: Reactive power response for generator P1 with and without CCOMP model.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of voltage responses at bus M5 before and after updating the
PDCI model.
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Figure 5.11: RAS basic structure.
located close to the PDCI. The response using the old model shows a sustained oscillation
in the voltage while it is mitigated after some seconds using the updated model.
5.5 Implementation and Testing of RAS Models using
online DSA Tools
RAS basic structure illustrated in figure 5.11, consists of four components: input signals,
RAS logic, actions and in some cases arming tables. We used the following procedure for
implementing and testing WECC RAS schemes for online transient stability analysis. First,
based on the enabling and triggering conditions of a given RAS, the logic diagram has been
designed and built using user-defined models (UDM). Once the UDM is created, its data file is
included in the TSAT case (in the Dynamic Data section) to be used in computations. Then,
a recent TSAT case has been selected from archive and tested to ensure its quality using a “No
Disturbance” test. In this analysis, a simulation is performed with no disturbance applied
to the system. TSAT will list the generators with the largest speed and angle deviations
from the simulation. Selected case is considered credible if all generator angle deviations
after a 10 seconds of flat run remain within five degrees. Finally, the functionality of the
implemented RAS scheme is tested both off-line and online for all enabling and triggering
conditions using dynamic simulations and a pre-defined set of contingencies. During this
study 11 RAS schemes in WECC were implemented and tested. Below we will explain the
implementation and testing procedure for one of the RAS schemes, named “Path X” RAS,
in more details. The “Path X” RAS is a parameter-based RAS which is triggered based on
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Table 5.2: Path X RAS enabling and triggering conditions
Enabling Conditions Triggering Conditions Actions
Always Enabled
Loading on any of the 230kV
lines: Line 1, Line 2, Line 3,
Line 4, Line 5 above 388 MVA
AND
In 2 seconds open Line TL If
the overload persists, the RAS
will sequentially drop units at
ABC generating station until
the overload is alleviated.
Flow from
bus E to F
RAS will sequentially drop
units at ABC generating station
until the overload is alleviated.
Flow from
bus E to F
overload on certain lines. Parameter-based RAS monitors variables for which a significant
change confirms the occurrence of a critical event. Details on common RAS classifications
can be found in [22]. Real names of the equipment and areas have been changed to maintain
confidentiality.
5.5.1 RAS User-defined Models
Table 5.2 shows the enabling and triggering conditions for Path X RAS and summarizes the
actions. This RAS is always enabled and is designed to protect certain transmission lines
from overload. It is triggered by detecting an overload above 388MVA on any of the specified
230 kV lines. The RAS action depends on the direction of the power flow from bus E to
F. It will trip a line and/or drop generating units until the overload is alleviated. Defined
delays for actions in the RAS design are modeled to be considered automatically. For this
RAS, all the actions should take place within 10 seconds which is during transient stability
analysis time frame. Figure 5.12 shows the logic diagram for this RAS mainly highlighting
the required input signals and the actions. After designing the logic diagram, it is built using
a graphical interface called UDM Editor. The TSAT UDM file is then added to the dynamic
data of the case.
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Figure 5.12: Logic diagram of Path X RAS.
5.5.2 Simulation Results
First, we simulated the no disturbance analysis to ensure the quality of the TSAT test
cases. Initiation results proved the proper quality of the testing cases as all generator angle
deviations after 10 seconds of flat run were within five degrees. To test the functionality of
the RAS, we used a double transmission line outage at 2 seconds. This contingency caused
overload on all five 230 kV lines. In the selected case the power flow was from E to F,
therefore a trip signal was sent in 2 seconds to open line TL. Since the overload persisted
after opening the line, RAS sequentially dropped units at ABC generating station. In this
case, all the three units were dropped. Figure 5.13 shows the line loading and the RAS
threshold for this simulation. More simulations were performed to test all the triggering
conditions for different E to F flow patterns.
5.5.3 Impact of Modeling RAS on Transient Stability Limits and
Limiting Contingencies
After adding 11 WECC RAS models to real-time transient stability analysis, we studied
the impact of RAS on transient stability limits and limiting contingencies. In an off-line
study, we performed transaction analysis for all of the TSAT cases archived over a day (100
TSAT cases) with and without RAS models included in the dynamic data. The selected date
was not a weekend or a holiday and had a weekday demand pattern. Figure 5.14 shows the
absolute value of the limit differences for one of the defined scenarios. TSAT cases before 6:33
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Figure 5.13: Line loading and Path X RAS threshold.
AM and after 17:18 PM did not show any difference in the limits and therefore not displayed.
The one-day study showed that considering RAS models in dynamic calculations will impact
the stability limits and can provide more accurate description of system constraints. In this
study, adding RAS models increased the stability limits of the selected scenario in 41 percent
of the test cases. The maximum limit increase was 62.5 MW. The limit decrease was detected
in only seven percent of the cases, and for others, the limit remained unchanged. Some of
the highest limit differences are observed during peak demand hours that the accuracy of
stability limits are more critical in maintaining the reliability of the system.
We also compared limiting contingencies for this scenario with and without RAS models.
Four limiting contingencies were observed in the one-day study cases. As displayed in figure
5.15, when RAS are not modeled Contingency 2 and Contingency 1 are the main limiting
contingencies with the occurrence of 47 percent and 35 percent respectively.
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Figure 5.14: Stability limit differences with and without RAS Models.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.15: Limiting contingency percentages over a one day study: (a) Without RAS
model and (b) With RAS models included.
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Including the RAS models changed this pattern with Contingency 2 and Contingency
4 becoming the main limiting contingencies with 46 percent and 45 percent occurrence.
Therefore, the study confirms that modeling RAS in transient stability analysis will provide
a more realistic representation of the critical contingencies.
5.5.4 Benefits of Modeling RAS in Transient Stability
Implementation of RAS models in transient stability analysis can benefit both real-time
operations and off-line short-term and long-term planning studies. Here, we discuss two
main advantages identified in our study.
Increased Accuracy
Incorporating RAS models in transient stability analysis leads to a more accurate repre-
sentation of the systems behavior. As described in section 5.5.3, RAS modeling affects the
stability limits and the limiting contingencies. With ever-increasing power exchange between
utilities over the existing transmission network, power systems are driven closer to their
limits. Therefore, efficient and reliable operation of the grid is becoming more dependent on
having accurate limits.
Improved Coordination
There are around 200 existing RAS in WECC system and the numbers are continuing
to grow [1]. RAS deployment represents a less costly alternative than building new
infrastructure [3], but it may interact with other RAS schemes and protection systems
in unintended ways and compromise the reliability of the system. Therefore, detecting
coordination issues is very important specially in planning studies. Implementing RAS
models in dynamic analysis can help to easily identify the coordination and design problems
and prevent further complications.
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5.6 Concluding Remarks
Validation of power system operation models, though not required by NERC, proved to
be beneficial for increasing confidence in real-time applications and enhancing the accuracy
of dynamic stability limits. Peak’s recent model improvements for the real-time transient
stability assessment tool described in this chapter showed that the study results using WSM
and WECC base case match reasonably well against measurements for different system
events. Therefore, it can be concluded that steady state and dynamic models used in Peak
are trustworthy for transient stability analysis. The sensitivity of the operation models to
unit baseload flags, unit status, and governor setting was also explored. These studies can
provide a great insight into insufficiencies which need to be addressed for real-time operation
models in power systems. Real-time stability assessment tools enhance operators situational
awareness and assist them in responding effectively to degradation in the reliability of
the system. With RAS numbers growing in WECC, incorporating RAS models in real-
time stability analysis can present a more accurate illustration of the system stability
limits. Considering the fact that power system is driven to operate closer to its limits,
having accurate stability limits in real-time is essential to maximizing the usage of the
transmission systems. In addition, modeling RAS can help with identifying coordination
issues between these schemes and other protection systems. Therefore, adding RAS models




Wide-Area Control Design with Limited
Model Information
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a wide-area control scheme using online model estimation to
improve small signal stability. The proposed controller updates the control design based on
a model estimated online using numerical subspace state space system identification (N4SID)
algorithm. Based on previous model validation studies, we use three common cases of model
inaccuracies as case studies to compare component-based and measurement-based models for
control design. Our results demonstrates that inaccurate models degrade the performance of
the controller while the proposed control using measurement-based model can successfully
capture small signal dynamics of the system and provide a good performance. This indicates
that the measurement-based models have the potential to serve as a good complement to
model-based methods in designing control in power systems.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2, introduces power
system modeling approaches and describes the proposed wide-area control design using
measurement-based model. Section 6.3, evaluates the proposed method through three
different case studies and compares it with the wide-area control design using component-
based models. Concluding remarks are presented in section 6.4.
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6.2 Problem Statement
6.2.1 Power System Modeling
The power system electromechanical behavior can be described by a set of nonlinear
Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs) [66]. Power system models can be categorized
as component-based and measurement-based models [39]. In component-based method, the
nonlinear differential equations governing the system are linearized at a stationary operating
point. Conversely for a measurement-based method, a linear model is estimated directly
from system measurements. As power networks are complex large-scale systems, both
computationally and geographically, building a component-based model that accurately
describes the system is very challenging. The measurement-based approach requires
significantly less effort. Therefore, measurement-based models can be frequently updated
to capture system changes in real-time.
Following August 10, 1996 blackout in the Western Interconnection, simulation of the
sequence of events using standard WECC models did not agree with the disturbance
recordings [47]. This raised great concerns about model inaccuracies and its adverse effects
on power system operation and planning. Since then, several model validation studies
have been performed [5] in an effort to modify and improve system models. These studies
revealed several cases of inaccuracies in power system models in generation, transmission
and load components of the grid. In this section, we focus on three cases that caused great
mismatches between model responses and observed measurements and use them as case
studies to compare component-based and measurement-based models for control design.
These cases are as follows:
• Case 1: Out of service equipments (e.g., power system stabilizer (PSS))
• Case 2: Excitation system models
• Case 3: Load models
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6.2.2 Wide-area Control Design Using Measurement-Based Models
Let x(t)∈ Rn denote a vector that contains the dynamic states of synchronous generators;
y(t)∈Rq denote the system algebraic states, including bus voltage magnitudes and angles;
and u(t)∈Rm denote the control action. The linear state-space model of the system is of
the form:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (6.1)
y = Cx(t)
For model identification purpose, the model order should be selected sufficiently high
to catch all the important characteristics of the system but not so high that it results in
appearance of spurious modes which have no physical relevance [92]. To find the appropriate
model order, we start with a low order model and increase the order until the small signal
dynamics of the system are reasonably captured. Having the pre-processed data and the
appropriate model order, the state-space representation of the system is then estimated
using numerical subspace state space system identification (N4SID) algorithm. We use this
identified model to design a linear state feedback that optimizes a standard Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) cost criterion [62]. Since we cannot measure the states of the estimated
model, in order to implement a full-state feedback, we need an observer that provides an
estimate of the states based on the measurements. The estimator is another dynamic system,
identical to the state equation (6.1), but with an added correction term, based on the sensor
measurements:
˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) + Bu(t) + L(y − ŷ) (6.2)
ŷ = Cx̂(t)
The weights L can be chosen in an optimal manner, which balances the relative
importance of sensor noise and process noise. The optimal compromise between sensor
noise and process noise is achieved by the Kalman filter [8]. Once we have an estimate x̂ of
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed wide-area control design using measurement-
based model.
the states, we can use this estimate in conjunction with the state feedback. The resulting
feedback controller is a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) regulator which depends only on







dynamics: ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
feedback control: u(t) = −Kx̂(t) (6.3)
stability: A − BK is Hurwitz
initial condition: x(0) = x0
Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed wide-area control design using
measurement-based model. Figure 6.2 highlights the difference between using component-
based models with common inaccuracies and measurement-based models for designing wide-
area damping control in power systems.
It also illustrates time sequences of the different steps of the proposed method. After the
disturbance occurrence, the proper ring down measurement window of data, [t1 : t2], is used
to estimate the model of the system. The time window, [t2 : t3], accounts for communication
delay in wide-area measurements and the computation time required for model estimation
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and control update. Designed control input is then applied at t3. Because of the inaccuracies
present in the component-based model, a control designed based on a well-estimated model
can provide a better performance in improving the small signal stability of the system.
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Figure 6.2: Component-based models versus measurement-based models for control design.
Figure 6.3: Kundurs two-area four-machine test system [48].
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6.3 Evaluation of the Proposed Wide-area Control
6.3.1 Test System Overview and Simulation Considerations
To evaluate the proposed wide-area damping control, we used the Kundur’s two-area system
in figure 6.3. We modified this test system to create a low-damped inter-area mode while local
modes can be fairly damped using PSS. The stabilizer gains of the generators were decreased
to Kstab = [10; 2; 10; 2] to allow for lightly damped modes. To increase the difference between
oscillation frequencies of local and inter-area modes, generator inertias of G2 and G4 , were
changed to H2 = 19.5s and H4 = 18.525s. For simulation of the dynamic behavior, each
generator is modeled using a third-order flux-decay model along with its excitation system.
The disturbance scenario considered is a three phase fault at bus 8 at time t = 1s cleared
after 0.1s. The nonlinear time domain simulation of the power network is carried out using
MATLAB.
To estimate the system linear state-space model, voltage magnitude, voltage angle and
frequency of generator terminal buses are assumed available as wide-area measurements.
Practically, these measurements can be obtained from PMUs installed in the system with
high sampling rates of up to 60 samples per second [80]. In our simulations, we use the same
sampling rate for the measurements. These measurements are pre-processed as described in
section 6.2.2. The proposed wide-area damping control is in the form of a supplementary
voltage to the excitation of the generators. Therefore, in the subspace system identification
algorithm, voltage magnitudes are considered as the inputs and voltage angle and frequency
measurements are defined as the outputs of the model. A ring down data window of four
seconds is chosen which provides a good estimate of the system. Since the proposed controller
aims to provide damping for both local and inter-area modes, the model order should be set
sufficiently high such that it captures these system small signal dynamics. The appropriate
model order is found to be eight in this case. The model is then estimated using MATLAB
system identification toolbox. Using the estimated model, the wide-area damping control is
designed as described in section 6.2.2. The control signal is applied with one second delay
to account for communication delay in wide-area measurements and the computation time
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required for model estimation and control update. Typically, communication delay for PMU
measurements in power system is between 100 ms and 250 ms [69, 44].
In the following subsections, for each of the cases introduced in section 6.2.1, non-linear
time domain simulations were performed and compared for : 1) no wide-area control, 2)
wide-area control design using component-based model with inaccuracy and 3) wide-area
control design using measurement-based model. The results of small signal analysis is also
provided to show the performance difference between the controllers.
6.3.2 Case 1: Out of Service Power System Stabilizer
One of the main causes of model inaccuracies are components of the system that were
included in the model but are out of service. A very common case in power system are
the power system stabilizers. To explore this case we assumed that the PSS on G1 that
is included in the component-based model has been turned off. Figure 6.4 (a) shows the
electric power output, Pe1, of G1. With PSS on G1 out of service, system with no wide-area
control becomes unstable. Since this PSS is the main source of damping for the local mode in
Area 1, the wide-area control design using component-based model considers this mode fairly
damped and fails to provide sufficient damping. However, the proposed wide-area control
successfully captures the characteristics of the local and inter-area modes using online model
identification and provides adequate damping for these modes. Table 6.1 summarizes the
small signal analysis results for case 1.
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Table 6.1: Local and inter-area modes for different control designs in case study 1.









Eigenvalue 0.08±6.03i -0.058±6.04i -0.721±5.87i
Frequency (Hz) 0.9603 0.9628 0.9413
Percentage Damping -1.4782 0.9674 12.1906
Eigenvalue 0.002±6.22i -0.488±6.08i -0.81±6.03i
Frequency (Hz) 0.9915 0.9720 0.9690
Percentage Damping -1.2476 7.999 13.4096
Inter-area
Modes
Eigenvalue 0.001±2.65i -0.23±2.64i -0.26±2.63i
Frequency (Hz) 0.4232 0.4220 0.4215
Percentage Damping -0.0543 8.713 10.129
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(a) Comparison of electric power output at G1 for case study 1.
(b) Proposed wide-area control input for all four generators.
Figure 6.4: Nonlinear time domain simulation results.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of electric power output at G4 for case study 2.
Figure 6.4 (b) shows the proposed wide-area control signal for all four generators. As
shown in the figure the control is applied at t = 6s, five seconds after the disturbance
happens.
6.3.3 Case 2: Excitation System Models
Another common cause of mismatches between system models and disturbance recordings
are inappropriate excitation models. In validation studies following 1996 blackout in WECC,
excitation system models were reported as the most improved [47]. To study the effect of
excitation models, we assume that a DC exciter in the system at G2 is improperly modeled
as a static exciter. Figure 6.5 shows the electric power output, Pe4, at G4. The DC exciter at
G2 hinders the performance of the PSS at G1 as described in [46]. Thus, the inter-area mode
of the two-area system becomes unstable, without the wide-area control. Wide-area control
designed using component-based model, assumes a static exciter model, and therefore did not
provide sufficient damping for the inter-area mode. The proposed wide-area control captures
the effect of the DC exciter on system modes and damps the inter-area mode. 6.2, compares
the inter-area mode damping for component-based and measurement-based method.
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Eigenvalue 0.039±2.455i -0.068±2.451i -0.322±2.532i
Frequency (Hz) 0.39 0.39 0.40
Percentage Damping -1.620 2.774 12.643
Figure 6.6: Comparison of electric power output at G2 for case study 3.
6.3.4 Case 3: Loads
Load models have a significant influence on the accuracy of system models. In WECC
model validation studies after all modifications were made, the simulated system still showed
more damping than the actual system [47]. Proper load models were the key modeling
improvement. To explore the effect of load models in wide-area damping control design, we
assumed that the system loads are represented as constant impedance in the component-
based model but the actual system loads are a combination of different types of load. We used
the ZIP load model coefficients Zp = 0.15, Ip = 0.25, Pp = 0.6 to represent the actual loads.
Figure 6.6 shows the electric power output, Pe2, of G2. Presence of constant current and
constant power loads in the system causes the inter-area mode to become unstable without
wide-area control. Wide-area control design using the component-based model stabilizes the
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Eigenvalue 0.0005±2.041i -0.111±2.035i -0.317±2.115i
Frequency (Hz) 0.32 0.32 0.34
Percentage Damping -0.024 5.461 14.837
inter-area mode but still the control design based on measurement-based model provides
a better damping due to a more accurate model. Table 6.3 compares the damping of the
inter-area mode for these cases.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
This chapter discusses the use of measurement-based models for designing control for
future power grid. A new wide-area control framework with online model identification
was proposed to improve the small signal stability of the system. As explored through
simulation of different case studies, common inaccuracies present in component-based models
can degrade the control performance and even lead to instability. On the other hand,
measurement-based models have the potential to capture system dynamic characteristics
in real-time and provide a good platform for implementing corrective control actions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
7.1 Concluding Remarks
In this dissertation, we addressed two key challenges regarding the design and implementation
of wide-area control schemes for damping inter-area oscillations. First is the high
communication cost associated with optimal centralized control approaches. Second is the
difficulty of obtaining accurate system-wide dynamic models for initiating and updating the
control design. Achieving this goal requires methodologies which span different areas of power
system stability, control systems, and dynamic modeling. We introduced wide-area damping
control strategies that not only ensure the small signal stability with the desired performance
but also consider communication and model information constraints in the design.
A distributed excitation control is designed and implemented on a large, idealized power
network to mitigate the electromechanical disturbance propagations. The performance of
the proposed controller is then compared to centralized and decentralized schemes. To
make the method suitable for systems with arbitrary structures and information patterns, a
distributed linear quadratic optimal control framework is then developed using group sparse
regularization function. The proposed control aims to optimize a standard cost criterion
while penalizing the number of communication links. The group sparse regularization
approach is used to induce the desired sparsity pattern and encode prior information about
the underlying system into the control design. This new approach is described in a general
form and can be applied to different applications other than improving small signal stability.
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The proposed method not only provides flexibility to explore different communication
structures but also creates a platform for finding the information exchange pattern that
best fits the system constraints and satisfies the required performance criteria.
To further minimize the number of communication links, a control and communication
co-design framework is used to find the most critical links in a distributed control structure.
It has been shown that the proposed method is consistent with the conventional geometric
controllability and observability approaches in the search for the effective measurement-
control loops.
To improve the performance of wide-area control schemes in the face of limited model
information or model inaccuracies, a new framework is proposed using online model
estimation techniques. The proposed controller updates the control design based on a
model estimated online using the numerical subspace state-space system identification
(N4SID) algorithm. Three common cases of dynamic model inaccuracies, selected based on
previous model validation studies, are used to compare component-based and measurement-
based models for control design. It is demonstrated that inaccurate models degrade the
performance of the controller while the proposed control using measurement-based model
can successfully capture small signal dynamics of the system and provide satisfactory
performance. The performances of the proposed wide-area damping control architectures
are validated through nonlinear simulations on different test systems.
7.2 Future Directions
This dissertation initiates the use of distributed control design for improving small signal
stability in power systems. Although the results of the proposed methods in the studied test
cases are promising, these approaches can be extended to overcome some of the design and
analysis limitations arising in real-world systems that have not been discussed in this work.
Below we list some of the interesting research directions that can be followed.
• Changes in small signal stability in future power systems: A crucial step in
designing wide-area damping control schemes is to understand how different factors
influence the small signal stability. Expansion of renewables, replacement of sizable
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generation with inertia-less sources and changes in load profiles and dynamics, are just
a few examples of emerging transitions that can affect the existing oscillation modes
or introduce new modes in future power systems. Thus, there is a need for studies
to consider future scenarios and evolving system conditions, so that worst damping
conditions can be predicted and avoided from becoming a security concern.
• Controller performance vs. communication costs: The distributed control
design methods proposed in this dissertation create a flexible framework to induce
the desired structure for information exchange and find critical communication links.
However, as demonstrated in this research, not all information has the same value in
improving the controller performance. Therefore, an analysis can be done to establish
new metrics to quantify the benefit of adding a communication link based on its role
in improving the control response.
• Adaptive control solutions: This research mainly provides novel methods for wide-
area control design to be used in planning studies while allowing for minor model
updates in real-time. Therefore, for the controller to be able to better react to the
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